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Abstract. The general problem of robust optimization is this: one of
several possible scenarios will appear tomorrow and require coverage,
but things are more expensive tomorrow than they are today. What
should you anticipatorily buy today, so that the worst-case covering
cost (summed over both days) is minimized? We consider the k-robust
model [6,15] where the possible scenarios tomorrow are given by all
demand-subsets of size k.
We present a simple and intuitive template for k-robust problems.
This gives improved approximation algorithms for the k-robust Steiner
tree and set cover problems, and the ﬁrst approximation algorithms for krobust Steiner forest, minimum-cut and multicut. As a by-product of our
techniques, we also get approximation algorithms for k-max-min problems of the form: “given a covering problem instance, which k of the
elements are costliest to cover? ”

1

Introduction

Consider the following k-robust set cover problem: we are given a set system
(U, F ⊆ 2U ). Tomorrow some set of k elements S ⊆ U will want to be covered;
however, today we don’t know what this set will be. One strategy is to wait until
tomorrow and buy an O(log n)-approximate set cover for this set. However, sets
are cheaper today: they will cost λ times as much tomorrow as they cost today.
Hence, it may make sense to buy some anticipatory partial solution today (i.e.
in the ﬁrst-stage), and then complete it tomorrow (i.e. second-stage) once we
know the actual members of the set S. Since we do not know anything about
the set S (or maybe we are risk-averse), we want to plan for the worst-case, and
minimize
(cost of anticipatory solution) + λ · max (additional cost to cover S).
S:|S|≤k

Early approximation results for robust problems [4,10] had assumed that the
collection of possible sets S was explicitly given (and the performance guarantee
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depended logarithmically on the size of this collection). Since this seemed quite
 
restrictive, Feige et al. [6] proposed this k-robust model where any of the nk
subsets S of size k could arrive. Though this collection of possible sets was
potentially exponential sized (for large values of k), the hope was to get results
that did not depend polynomially on k. To get such an algorithm, Feige et
al. considered the k-max-min set-cover problem (“which subset S ⊆ U of size k
requires the largest set cover value?”), and used the online algorithm for set cover
to get a greedy-style O(log m log n) approximation for this problem; here m and
n are the number of sets and elements in the set system. They then used this
max-min problem as a separation oracle in an LP-rounding-based algorithm (à
la [20]) to get the same approximation guarantee for the k-robust problem. They
also showed the max-min and k-robust set cover problems to be Ω( logloglogmm +
log n) hard—which left a logarithmic gap between the upper and lower bounds.
However, an online algorithm based approach is unlikely to close this gap, since
the online algorithm for set cover is necessarily a log-factor worse that its oﬄine
counterparts [2].
Apart from the obvious goal of improving the result for this particular problem, one may want to develop algorithms for other k-robust problems. E.g., for
the k-robust min-cut problem, some set S of k sources will want to be separated
from the sink vertex tomorrow, and we want to ﬁnd the best way to cut edges to
minimize the total cost incurred (over the two days) for the worst-case k-set S.
Similarly, in the k-robust Steiner forest, we are given a metric space and a collection of source-sink pairs, and any set S of k source-sink pairs may desire pairwise
connection tomorrow; what should we do to minimize the sum of the costs incurred over the two days? One can extend the Feige et al. framework to ﬁrst
solve max-min problems using online algorithms, but in all cases we seem to lose
extra logarithmic factors. Moreover, for the above two problems (and others),
the LP-rounding-based framework does not seem to extend directly. The latter
obstacle was also observed by Khandekar et al. [15], who gave constant-factor
algorithms for k-robust versions of Steiner tree and facility location.
1.1

Main Results

In this paper, we present a general template to design algorithms for k-robust
problems. We improve on previous results, by obtaining an O(log m+log n) factor
for k-robust set cover, and improving the constant in the approximation factor
for Steiner tree. We also give the ﬁrst algorithms for some other standard covering problems, getting constant-factor approximations for both k-robust Steiner
forest—which
was left open by Khandekar et al.—and for k-robust min-cut, and
log2 n
)
an O( log
log n approximation for k-robust multicut. Our algorithms do not use a
max-min subroutine directly: however, our approach ends up giving us approximation algorithms for k-max-min versions of set cover, Steiner forest, min-cut
and multicut; all but the one for multicut are best possible under standard assumptions; the ones for Steiner forest and multicut are the ﬁrst known algorithms
for their k-max-min versions.
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An important contribution of our work (even more than the new/improved
approximation guarantees) is the simplicity of the algorithms, and the ideas in
their analysis. The following is our actual algorithm for k-robust set cover.
Suppose we “guess” that the maximum second-stage cost in the optimal
solution is T . Let A ⊆ U be all elements for which the cheapest set
covering them costs more than β · T /k, where β = O(log m + log n). We
build a set cover on A as our ﬁrst stage. (Say this cover costs CT .)
To remove the guessing, try all values of T and choose the solution that incurs
the least total cost CT + λβT . Clearly, by design, no matter which k elements
arrive tomorrow, it will not cost us more than λ · k · βT /k = λβT to cover them,
which is within β of what the optimal solution pays.
The key step of our analysis is to argue why CT is close to optimum. We brieﬂy
describe the intuition; details appear in Section 3. Suppose CT  βOpt: then
the fractional solution to the LP for set cover for A would cost  lnβn Opt  Opt,
and so would its dual. Our key technical contribution is to show how to “round”
this dual LP to ﬁnd a “witness” A ⊆ A with only k elements, and also a
corresponding feasible dual of value  Opt—i.e., the dual value does not decrease
much in the rounding (This rounding uses the fact that the algorithm only put
those elements in A that were expensive to cover). Using duality again, this
proves that the optimal LP value, and hence the optimal set cover for these k
elements A , would cost much more than Opt—a contradiction!
In fact, our algorithms for the other k-robust problems are almost identical to
this one; indeed, the only slightly involved algorithm is that for k-robust Steiner
forest. Of course, the proofs to bound the cost CT need diﬀerent ideas in each
case. For example, directly rounding the dual for Steiner forest is diﬃcult, so
we give a primal-dual argument to show the existence of such a witness A ⊆ A
of size at most k. For the cut-problems, one has to deal with additional issues
because Opt consists of two stages that have to be charged to separately, and this
requires a Gomory-Hu-tree-based charging. Even after this, we still have to show
that if the cut for a set of sources A is large then there is a witness A ⊆ A of at
most k sources for which the cut is also large—i.e., we have to somehow aggregate
the ﬂows (i.e. dual-rounding for cut problems). We prove new ﬂow-aggregation
lemmas for single-sink ﬂows using Steiner-tree-packing results, and for multiﬂows
using oblivious routing [18]; both proofs are possibly of independent interest.
Paper Outline. In Sections 2 and 2.1 we present the formal framework for
k-robust problems, and abstract out the properties that we’d like from our algorithms. Section 3 contains such an algorithm for k-robust set cover, and krobust min-cut appears in Section 4. We refer the reader to the full version of
the paper [13] for missing proofs and results on k-robust Steiner forest and multicut. There we also present a general reduction from robust problems to the
corresponding max-min problems, which has implications for uncertainty sets
speciﬁed by matroid and knapsack type constraints.
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Related Work

Approximation algorithms for robust optimization was initiated by Dhamdhere
et al. [4]: they study the case when the scenarios were explicitly listed, and
gave constant-factor approximations for Steiner tree and facility location, and
logarithmic approximations to mincut/multicut problems. Golovin et al. [10] improved the mincut result to a constant factor approximation, and also gave an
O(1)-approximation for robust shortest-paths. The k-robust model was introduced in Feige et al. [6], where they gave an O(log m log n)-approximation for
set cover. Khandekar et al. [15] noted that the techniques of [6] did not give
good results for Steiner tree, and developed new constant-factor approximations
for k-robust versions of Steiner tree, Steiner forest on trees and facility location.
Using our framework, the algorithm we get for Steiner tree can be viewed as a
rephrasing of their algorithm—our proof is arguably more transparent and results in a better bound. Our approach can also be used to get a slightly better
ratio than [15] for the Steiner forest problem on trees.
Constrained submodular maximization problems [17,7,23,3,25] appear very
relevant at ﬁrst sight: e.g., the k-max-min version of min-cut (“ﬁnd the k sources
whose separation from the sink costs the most”) is precisely submodular maximization under a cardinality constraint, and hence is approximable to within
(1−1/e). But apart from min-cut, the other problems do not give us submodular
functions to maximize, and massaging the functions to make them submodular
seems to lose logarithmic factors. E.g., one can use tree embeddings [5] to reduce
Steiner tree to a problem on trees and make it submodular; in other cases, one
can use online algorithms to get submodular-like properties (we give a general
reduction for covering problems that admit good oﬄine and online algorithms
in [13]). Eventually, it is unclear how to use existing results on submodular
maximization in any general way.
Considering the average instead of the worst-case performance gives rise to
the well-studied model of stochastic optimization [19,14]. Some common generalizations of the robust and stochastic models have been considered (see, e.g.,
Swamy [24] and Agrawal et al. [1]).
Feige et al. [6] also considered the k-max-min set cover—they gave an O(log m
log n)-approximation algorithm for this, and used it in the algorithm for k-robust
set cover. They also showed an Ω( logloglogmm ) hardness of approximation for kmax-min (and k-robust) set cover. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
k-max-min problems other than min-cut have been studied earlier.
The k-min-min versions of covering problems (i.e. “which k demands are the
cheapest to cover?”) have been extensively studied for set cover [21,8], Steiner
tree [9], Steiner forest [12], min-cut and multicut [11,18]. However these problems
seem to be related to the k-max-min versions only in spirit.

2

Notation and Definitions

Deterministic covering problems. A covering problem Π has a ground-set E of
elements with costs c : E → R+ , and n covering requirements (often called
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demands or clients), where the solutions to the i-th requirement is speciﬁed—
possibly implicitly—by a family Ri ⊆ 2E which is upwards closed (since this is
a covering problem). Requirement i is satisﬁed by solution S ⊆ E iﬀ S ∈ Ri .
The covering problem Π = E, c, {Ri }ni=1  involves computing
 a solution S ⊆ E
satisfying all n requirements and having minimum cost e∈S ce . E.g., in set
cover, “requirements” are items to be covered, and “elements” are sets to cover
them with. In Steiner tree, requirements are terminals to connect to the root
and elements are the edges; in multicut, requirements are terminal pairs to be
separated, and elements are edges to be cut.
Robust covering problems. This problem, denoted Robust(Π), is a two-stage optimization problem, where elements are possibly bought in the ﬁrst stage (at the
given cost) or the second stage (at cost λ times higher). In the second stage,
some subset ω ⊆ [n] of requirements (also called a scenario) materializes, and
the elements bought in both stages must satisfy each requirement in ω. Formally, the input to problem Robust(Π) consists of (a) the covering problem
Π = E, c, {Ri }ni=1  as above, (b) a set Ω ⊆ 2[n] of scenarios (possibly implicitly
given), and (c) an inﬂation parameter λ ≥ 1. Since we deal with covering problems, it can be assumed WLOG that the uncertainty set Ω is downwards closed.
A feasible solution to Robust(Π) is a set of ﬁrst stage elements E0 ⊆ E (bought
without knowledge of the scenario), along with an augmentation algorithm that
given any ω ∈ Ω outputs Eω ⊆ E such that E0 ∪ Eω satisﬁes all requirements
in ω. The objective function is to minimize: c(E0 ) + λ · maxω∈Ω c(Eω ). Given
such a solution, c(E0 ) is called the ﬁrst-stage cost and maxω∈Ω c(Eω ) is the
second-stage cost.
k-robust problems. In this paper, we deal
robust covering problems under
 with

cardinality uncertainty sets: i.e., Ω := [n]
= {S ⊆ [n] | |S| = k}. We denote
k
this problem by Robustk (Π).
Max-min problems. Given a covering problem Π and a set Ω of scenarios, the
max-min problem involves ﬁnding a scenario ω ∈ Ω for which the cost of the mincost solution to ω is maximized. Note that by setting λ = 1 in any robust covering
problem, the optimal value of the robust problem equals that of
 its
 corresponding
max-min problem. In a k-max-min problem we have Ω = [n]
k .
2.1

The Abstract Properties We Want from Our Algorithms

Our algorithms for robust and max-min versions of covering problems are based
on the following guarantee.
Definition 1. An algorithm is (α1 , α2 , β)-discriminating iﬀ given as input any
instance of Robustk (Π) and a threshold T , the algorithm outputs (i) a set ΦT ⊆
 
E
E, and (ii) an algorithm AugmentT : [n]
k → 2 , such that:
[n]
A. For every scenario D ∈ k ,
(i) the elements in ΦT ∪ AugmentT (D) satisfy all requirements in D, and
(ii) the resulting augmentation cost c (AugmentT (D)) ≤ β · T .
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B. Let Φ∗ and T ∗ (respectively) denote the ﬁrst-stage and second-stage cost
of an optimal solution to the Robustk (Π) instance. If the threshold T ≥ T ∗
then the ﬁrst stage cost c(ΦT ) ≤ α1 · Φ∗ + α2 · T ∗ .
The next lemma shows why having a discriminating algorithm is suﬃcient to
solve the robust problem. The issue to address is that having guessed T for the
optimal second stage cost, we have no direct way of verifying the correctness
of that guess—hence we choose the best among all possible values of T . For
T ≈ T ∗ the guarantees in Deﬁnition 1 ensure that we pay ≈ Φ∗ + T ∗ in the ﬁrst
stage, and ≈ λT ∗ in the second stage; for guesses T
T ∗ , the ﬁrst-stage cost
in guarantee (B) is likely to be large compared to Opt.
for a robust coverLemma 1. If there is an (α1 , α2 , β)-discriminating algorithm


ing problem Robustk (Π), then for every > 0 there is a (1+ ) · max α1 , β + αλ2 approximation algorithm for Robustk (Π).
In the rest of the paper, we focus on providing discriminating algorithms for
suitable values of α1 , α2 , β.
2.2

Additional Property Needed for k-Max-min Approximations

As we noted above, a k-max-min problem is a robust problem where the inﬂation
λ = 1 (which implies that in an optimal solution Φ∗ = 0, and T ∗ is the k-max-min
value). Hence a discriminating algorithm immediately gives an approximation
 
to the value: for any D ∈ [n]
k , ΦT ∪ AugmentT (D) satisﬁes all demands in D,
and for the right guess of T ≈ T ∗ , the cost is at most (α2 + β)T ∗ . It remains to
output a bad k-set as well, and hence the following deﬁnition is useful.
Definition 2. An algorithm for a robust problem is strongly discriminating if
it satisﬁes the properties in Deﬁnition 1, and when the inﬂation parameter
is

such
that
λ = 1 (and hence Φ∗ = 0), the algorithm also outputs a set QT ∈ [n]
k
if c(ΦT ) ≥ α2 T , the cost of optimally covering the set QT is ≥ T .
Recall that for a covering
problem Π, the cost of optimally covering the set of
 
is min{c(EQ ) | EQ ⊆ E and EQ ∈ Ri ∀i ∈ Q}.
requirements Q ∈ [n]
k
Lemma 2. If there is an (α1 , α2 , β)-strongly-discriminating algorithm for a robust covering problem Robustk (Π), then for every > 0 there is an algorithm
for k-max-min(Π) that outputs a set Q such that for some T , the optimal cost
of covering this set Q is at least T , but every k-set can be covered with cost at
most (1 + ) · (α2 + β) T .

3

Set Cover

Consider the k-robust set cover problem where there is a set system (U, F )
with a universe of |U | = n elements, and m sets in F with each set R ∈ F
costing
cR , an inﬂation parameter λ, and an integer k such that each of the sets
U 
is
a
possible scenario for the second-stage. Given Lemma 1, it suﬃces to
k
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm for k-Robust Set Cover
input: k-robust set-coverinstance and threshold T .

let β ← 36 ln m, and S ← v ∈ U | min cost set covering v has cost at least β · Tk .
output ﬁrst stage solution ΦT as the Greedy-Set-Cover(S).
define AugmentT ({i}) as the min-cost set covering i, for i ∈ U \ S; and
AugmentT ({i}) = ∅ for i ∈ S.
5: output second stage
 solution AugmentT , where
AugmentT (D) := i∈D AugmentT ({i}) for all D ⊆ U .

1:
2:
3:
4:

show a discriminating algorithm as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1 for this problem. The
algorithm given below is easy: pick all elements which can only be covered by
expensive sets, and cover them in the ﬁrst stage.
 
Claim 1 (Property
A for Set Cover). For all T ≥ 0 and scenario D ∈ Uk ,

the sets ΦT AugmentT (D) cover elements in D, and c(AugmentT (D)) ≤ β T .
Proof: The elements in D ∩S are covered by ΦT ; and by deﬁnition of AugmentT ,
each element i ∈ D \ S is covered by set AugmentT ({i}). Thus we have the ﬁrst
part of the claim. For the second part, note that by deﬁnition of S, the cost of
AugmentT ({i}) is at most β T /k for all i ∈ U .

Theorem 1 (Property B for Set Cover). Let Φ∗ denote the optimal ﬁrst
stage solution (and its cost), and T ∗ the optimal second stage cost. Let β =
36 ln m. If T ≥ T ∗ then c(ΦT ) ≤ Hn · (Φ∗ + 12 · T ∗ ).
Proof: We claim that there is a fractional solution x̄ for the set covering instance
S with small cost O(Φ∗ + T ∗ ), whence rounding this to an integer solution
implies the theorem, since the greedy algorithm has performance ratio Hn . For
a contradiction, assume not: let every fractional set cover be expensive, and
hence there must be a dual solution of large value. We then round this dual
solution to get a dual solution to a sub-instance with only k elements that costs
> Φ∗ + T ∗ , which is impossible (since using the optimal solution we can solve
every instance on k elements with that cost).
To this end, let S  ⊆ S denote the elements that are not covered by the optimal
ﬁrst stage Φ∗ , and let F  ⊆ F denote the sets that contain at least∗one element
from S  . By the choice of S, all sets in F  cost at least β · Tk ≥ β · Tk . Deﬁne the
“coarse” cost for a set R ∈ F  to be 
cR =  6Tc∗R/k . For each set R ∈ F  , since
∗

∗

∗

cR · 6Tk ∈ [cR , 2 · cR ), and also that 
cR ≥ β/6.
cR ≥ βTk ≥ 6Tk , it follows that 
Now consider the following primal-dual pair of LPs for the set cover instance
c.
with elements S  and sets F  having the coarse costs 


cR · xR
max
min
R∈F  
e∈S  ye



x
≥
1,
∀e
∈
S
,
y
≤
cR , ∀R ∈ F  ,
R
e
Re
e∈R

xR ≥ 0,
∀R ∈ F .
ye ≥ 0,
∀e ∈ S  .
Let {xR }R∈F  be an optimal primal and {ye }e∈S  an optimal dual solution. The
following claim bounds the (coarse) cost of these fractional solutions.
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cR · xR
R∈F  

=


e∈S 
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ye ≤ 2 · k.

Before we prove Claim 2, let us assume it and complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Given the primal LP solution {xR }R∈F  to cover elements in S  , deﬁne an LP
solution to cover elements in S as follows: deﬁne zR = 1 if R ∈ Φ∗ , zR = xR if
R ∈ F  \ Φ∗ ; and zR = 0 otherwise. Since the solution z̄ contains Φ∗ integrally,
it covers elements S \ S  (i.e. the portion of S covered by Φ∗
); since zR ≥ xR ,
z̄ fractionally covers S  . Finally, the cost of this solution is R cR zR ≤ Φ∗ +

6T ∗ 
∗
cR xR . But Claim 2 bounds this by Φ∗ + 12 · T ∗ .
R cR xR ≤ Φ + k ·
R
Since we have a LP solution of value Φ∗ + 12T ∗, and the greedy algorithm is
an Hn -approximation relative to the LP value for set cover, this completes the
proof.

Claim 1 and Theorem 1 show our algorithm for set cover to be an (Hn , 12Hn ,
36 ln m)-discriminating algorithm. Applying Lemma 1 converts this discriminating algorithm to an algorithm for k-robust set cover, and gives the following
improvement to the result of [6].
Theorem 2. There is an O(log m+ log n)-approximation for k-robust set cover.
It remains to give the proof for Claim 2 above; indeed, that is where the technical
heart of the result lies.
Proof of Claim 2: Recall that we want to bound the optimal fractional set
cover cost for the instance (S  , F  ) with the coarse (integer) costs; xR and ye
are the optimal
primal and

 dual solutions. For a contradiction, assume that the
LP cost R∈F  
cR xR = e∈S  ye lies in the unit interval ((γ − 1)k, γk] for some
integer γ ≥ 3.
Deﬁne integer-valued random variables {Ye }e∈S  by setting, for each e ∈ S  independently, Ye = ye + Ie , where Ie is a Bernoulli(ye − ye ) random variable. We
claim that whp the random
variables Ye /3 form a feasible dual— i.e., they satisfy

all the constraints { e∈R (Ye /3) ≤ 
cR }R∈F  with high probability.
 Indeed, con
:
since
we
have
cR ,
sider a dual constraint
corresponding
to
R
∈
F
e∈R ye  ≤ 


we get that P r[ e∈R Ye > 3 · 
cR ] ≤ P r[ e∈R Ie > 2 · 
cR ]. But now we use a
Chernoﬀbound [16] to bound the probability that
independent 0 the sum of 
cR )
1 r.v.s, e∈R Ie , exceeds twice its mean (here e∈R E[Ie ] ≤ e∈R ye ≤ 
by ε−cR /3 ≤ e−β/18 ≤ m−2 , since each 
cR ≥ β/6 and β = 36 · ln m. Finally, a trivial union bound implies that Ye /3 satisﬁes all the m contraints
with
 probability at least 1 − 1/m. Moreover, the expected dual objective is
(γ − 1)k ≥ 1 (since γ ≥ 3 and k ≥ 1), and by another Chernoﬀ
e∈S  ye ≥
Bound, Pr[ e∈S  Ye > γ−1
2 · k] ≥ a (where a > 0 is some constant). Putting it
1
all together, with probability at least a − m
, we have a feasible dual solution
γ−1

Ye := Ye /3 with objective value at least 6 · k.
Why is this dual Ye any better than the original dual ye ? It is “near-integral”—
speciﬁcally, each Ye is either zero or at least 13 . So order the elements of S  in
decreasing order of their Y  -value, and let Q be the set of the ﬁrst k elements in
k
k
this order. The total dual value of elements in Q is at least min{ γ−1
6 k, 3 } ≥ 3 ,

since γ ≥ 3, and each non-zero Y value is ≥ 1/3. This valid dual for elements
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in Q shows a lower bound of k3 on minimum (fractional) 
c-cost to cover the k
∗
elements in Q. Using cR > 3Tk · 
cR for each R ∈ F  , the minimum c-cost to
∗
fractionally cover Q is > 3Tk · k3 = T ∗ . Hence, if Q is the realized scenario,
the optimal second stage cost will be > T ∗ (as no element
  in Q is covered by
Φ∗ )—this contradicts the fact that OPT can cover Q ∈ Uk with cost at most

T ∗ . Thus we must have γ ≤ 2, which completes the proof of Claim 2.
The k-Max-Min Set Cover Problem. The proof of Claim 2 suggests how to get
a (Hn , 12Hn , 36 ln m) strongly discriminating algorithm. When λ = 1 (and so
Φ∗ = 0), the proof shows that if c(ΦT ) > 12Hn · T , there is a randomized
algorithm that outputs k-set Q with optimal covering cost > T (witnessed by
the dual solution having cost > T ). Now using Lemma 2, we get the claimed
O(log m + log n) algorithm for the k-max-min set cover problem. This nearly
matches the hardness of Ω( logloglogmm + log n) given by [6].
Remarks: We note that our k-robust algorithm also extends to the more general
setting of (uncapacitated) Covering Integer Programs; a CIP (see eg. [22]) is
given by A ∈ [0, 1]n×m , b ∈ [1, ∞)n and c ∈ Rm
+ , and the goal is to minimize
{cT · x | Ax ≥ b, x ∈ Zm
}.
The
results
above
(as well as the [6] result) also
+
hold in the presence of set-dependent inﬂation factors—details will appear in
the full version. Results for the other covering problems do not extend to the
case of non-uniform inﬂation: this is usually inherent, and not just a ﬂaw in
our analysis. Eg., [15] give an Ω(log1/2− n) hardness for k-robust Steiner forest
under just two distinct inﬂation-factors, whereas we give an O(1)-approximation
under uniform inﬂations.

4

Minimum Cut

We now consider the k-robust minimum cut problem, where we are given an
undirected graph G = (V, E) with edge capacities c : E → R+ ,a root r ∈ V ,
terminals U ⊆ V , inﬂation factor λ. Again, any subset in Uk is a possible
second-stage scenario, and again we seek to give a discriminating algorithm. This
algorithm, like for set cover, is non-adaptive: we just pick all the “expensive”
terminals and cut them in the ﬁrst stage.

Algorithm 2. Algorithm for k-Robust Min-Cut
1: input: k-robust minimum-cut instance and threshold T .
2: let β ← Θ(1), and
S ← {v ∈ U | min cut separating v from root r costs at least β · Tk }.
3: output ﬁrst stage solution ΦT as the minimum cut separating S from r.
4: define AugmentT ({i}) as the min-r-i cut in G \ ΦT , for i ∈ U \ S; and
AugmentT ({i}) = ∅ for i ∈ S.
5: output second stage
 solution AugmentT , where
AugmentT (D) := i∈D AugmentT ({i}) for all D ⊆ U .
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U 
Claim
 3 (Property A for Min-Cut). For all T ≥ 0 and D ∈ k , the edges
ΦT AugmentT (D) separate terminals D from r; and c(AugmentT (D)) ≤ β T .
Theorem 3 (Property B for Min-Cut). Let Φ∗ denote the optimal ﬁrst stage
10e
and
solution (and its cost), and T ∗ the optimal second stage cost. If β ≥ e−1
β
∗
∗
∗
T ≥ T then c(ΦT ) ≤ 3 · Φ + 2 · T .
Here’s the intuition for this theorem: As in the set cover proof, we claim that
if the optimal cost of separating S from the root r is high, then there must be
a dual solution (which prescribes ﬂows from vertices in S to r) of large value.
We again “round” this dual solution by aggregating these ﬂows to get a set of k
terminals that have a large combined ﬂow (of value > Φ∗ + T ∗) to the root—but
this is impossible, since the optimal solution promises us a cut of at most Φ∗ +T ∗
for any set of k terminals.
However, more work is required. For set-cover, each element was either covered
by the ﬁrst-stage, or it was not; for cut problems, things are not so cut-and-dried,
since both stages may help in severing a terminal from the root! So we divide S
into two parts diﬀerently: the ﬁrst part contains those nodes whose min-cut in
G is large (since they belonged to S) but it fell by a constant factor in the graph
G \ Φ∗ . These we call “low” nodes, and we use a Gomory-Hu tree based analysis
to show that all low nodes can be completely separated from r by paying only
O(Φ∗ ) more (this we show in Claim 4). The remaining “high” nodes continue
to have a large min-cut in G \ Φ∗ , and for these we use the dual rounding idea
sketched above to show a min-cut of O(T ∗ ) (this is proved in Claim 5). Together
these claims imply Theorem 3.
To begin the proof of Theorem 3, let H := G \ Φ∗ , and let Sh ⊆ S denote
the
∗
“high” vertices whose min-cut from the root in H is at least M := β2 · Tk . The
following claim is essentially from Golovin et al. [10].
Claim 4 (Cutting Low Nodes). If T ≥ T ∗ , the minimum cut in H separating
S \ Sh from r costs at most 2 · Φ∗ .
Claim 5 (Cutting High Nodes). If T ≥ T ∗ , the minimum r-Sh cut in H
costs at most β2 · T ∗ , when β ≥ 10·e
e−1 .
Proof: Consider a r-Sh max-ﬂow in the graph H = G \ Φ∗ , and suppose it sends
αi · M ﬂow to vertex i ∈ Sh . By making copies of terminals, we can assume each
αi ∈ (0, 1]; the k-robust min-cut
 problem remains unchanged under making
copies. Hence if we show that i∈Sh αi ≤ k, the total ﬂow (which equals the
M = β2 · T ∗ , which would prove the claim. For
min r-Sh cut) would be at most k ·
a contradiction, we suppose that i∈Sh αi > k. We will now claim that there
exists a subset W ⊆ Sh with |W | ≤ k such that the min r-W cut is more than
T ∗ , contradicting the fact that every k-set in H can be separated from r by a
cut of value at most T ∗ . To ﬁnd this set W , the following redistribution lemma
(see [13] for proof) is useful.
Lemma 3 (Redistribution Lemma). Let N = (V, E) be a capacitated undirected graph. Let X ⊆ V be a set of terminals such min-cutN (i, j) ≥ 1 for all
nodes i, j ∈ X. For each i ∈ X, we are given a value i ∈ (0, 1]. Then for any
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integer ≤ i∈X i , there exists a subset W ⊆ X with |W | ≤ vertices, and a
feasible ﬂow f in N from X to W so that (i) the total f -ﬂow into W is at least
1−e−1
· and (ii) the f -ﬂow out of i ∈ X is at most i /4.
4
We apply this lemma to H = G \ Φ∗ with terminal set Sh , but with capacities
scaled down by M . Since for any cut separating x, y ∈ Sh , the root r lies on one
side on this cut (say on y’s side), min-cutH (x, y) ≥ M —hence the scaled-down
capacities satisfy the conditions of the lemma.
 Now set
 = k, and i := αi for
each terminal i ∈ Sh ; by the assumption i∈Sh i = i∈Sh αi ≥ k = . Hence
Lemma 3 ﬁnds a subset W ⊆ Sh with k vertices, and a ﬂow f in (unscaled)
· kM units into W , and
graph H such that f sends a total of at least 1−1/e
4
at most α4i · M units out of each i ∈ Sh . Also, there is a feasible ﬂow g in the
network H that simultaneously sends αi · M ﬂow from the root to each i ∈ Sh ,
namely the max-ﬂow from r to Sh . Hence the ﬂow g+4f
is feasible in H, and
5
1−1/e
1−1/e
4
sends 5 · 4 · kM = 5 · kM units from r into W . Finally, if β > 10·e
e−1 ,
we obtain that the min-cut in H separating W from r is greater than T ∗ : since
|W | ≤ k, this is a contradiction to the assumption that any set with at most k

vertices can separated from the root in H at cost at most T ∗ .
From Claim 3 and Theorem 3, we obtain a (3, β2 , β)-discriminating algorithm for
10e
10e
k-robust minimum cut, when β ≥ e−1
. We set β = e−1
and use Lemma 1 to
β
β
infer that the approximation ratio of this algorithm is max{3, 2λ
+ β} = 2λ
+ β.
Since picking edges only in the second-stage is a trivial λ-approximation, the
β
+ β, λ} < 17. Thus we have,
better of the two gives an approximation of min{ 2λ
Theorem 4 (Min-cut Theorem). There is a 17-approximation algorithm for
k-robust minimum cut.

5

Final Remarks

In this paper, we have presented a uniﬁed approach to directly solving k-robust
covering problems and k-max-min problems. As mentioned in the introduction,
one can show that solving the k-max-min problem also leads to a k-robust
algorithm—we give a general reduction in [13]. While this general reduction
leads to poorer approximation guarantees for the cardinality case, it easily extends to more general cases. Indeed, if the uncertainty sets for robust problems
are not just deﬁned by cardinality constraints, we can ask: which families of
downwards-closed sets can we devise robust algorithms for? In [13] we show how
to incorporate intersections of matroid-type and knapsack-type uncertainty sets.
Our work suggests several general directions for research. While the results
for the k-robust case are fairly tight, can we improve on our results for general
uncertainty sets to match those for the cardinality case? Can we devise algorithms to handle one matroid constraint that are as simple as our algorithms for
the cardinality case? An intriguing speciﬁc problem is to ﬁnd a constant factor
approximation for the robust Steiner forest problem with explicit scenarios.
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